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Abstract—A soft-switching circuit topology derived from the semi dualDynamic-bridge converter(S-DDB) get wide attention for applications
requiring unidirectional power flow such as the dc-dc stage of a
photovoltaic power converters, and battery charger for electrical
vehicles. The topology named as the semi dual Dynamic bridge (SDDB) is obtained by replacing the fully Dynamic (four switches) bridge
on the load side of a DAB by a semi Dynamic (two switches and diodes)
bridge. In addition to the reduced number of Dynamic switches, the
topology offers several other advantages including extended zerovoltage switching (ZVS), and smaller output filter requirement. The
principle of operation, waveforms in various intervals and power
transfer expression are different from the basic DAB topology which
presented in detail. In this project Dual source semi dual Dynamic
bridge converter is proposed and it exhibits efficient dc power
distribution and higher degree of reliability compared to the single
source semi dual Dynamic bridge converter. The performances of SDAB are validated through extensive simulation and its results are
verified using MATLAB software
Keywords—dc-dc converter, semi dual Dynamic bridge converter, zero
voltage switching

1. INTRODUCTION
Many papers in the area of power electronics and drives
propose the use of different type of DC-DC converters
especially isolated converters. According to the application
area and power levels, these converters are selected. Due to
safety considerations, all papers in power electronics are
encouraged to use the isolated DC-DC converters [1]. In that,
half bridge converter has important role in power electronics
application.
Most of the power converters are unidirectional with the
power supplied from the source to load and used for soft
switching method. At zero voltage, the Zero Current
Switching (ZCS) resonant converters switches are turned off
and turned on. For achieving Zero Voltage Switching, the
capacitor (C) is connected in parallel with the switch (S1).
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When the internal switch capacitance (Cj) is added with
the capacitor (C), the resonant frequency will be affected. So
there is no power dissipation in the switch. To achieve ZVS
and increased efficiency, the soft switching method is applied.
Dual source DC/DC converter plays a vital role in interface of
different energy sources to form hybrid energy system which
delivers power at regular voltage [2]. The energy sources like
fuel cell, battery, ultra capacitor and renewable energy
sources of same or different category with distinct V–I
characteristic are connected together through MSC to supply
the load instantaneously. Traditionally these energy sources
are combined together through a separate single source
converter and their outputs are connected to a common dc
bus. However, such configurations are costly, bulky and
relatively complex in design and reduce overall efficiency as
well as reliability of the system. Two single sources DC/DC
converters can be replaced by a single DC/DC converter
successfully. It offers simple and more compact design and
reduces the cost and complexity of the system. In addition,
efficient dc power distribution and higher degree of reliability
can be achieved.

Fig.1.Circuit schematic of the Dual sources S-DAB
Converter.
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2. DUAL SOURCE SEMI DUAL-DYNAMICBRIDGE CONVERTER
2.1 Converter Operation
The operation and working principle of the MSC is same as
the basic DC/DC converter. The converter’s fundamental
operation is to charge the passive elements during actual
period of time and then discharge the stored energy of passive
element through load during remaining period of time over a
single switching cycle. The architecture of two input DC/DC
converter with PVSC-1 and PVSC-2 are represented by their
corresponding voltage sources V1 and V2, switch Switches
S1 and S2and diode D1 and D2 respectively. Basically
conduction of switch Switches S1 and S2decides the working
state and the source in operation, whereas conduction of
switch T3 and T4 decides the operating mode (buck, boost
and bidirectional operation). All possible combinations of
working states of the converter for two input sources are
shown in Fig. 5 and detailed description of working states has
been given in Table 1. A similar analysis and working state
can also be obtained for Dual sources connected in series
rather than two input sources. Based on switching strategy of
switch S1 and S2, there are four possible working states as
illustrated in fig 1.

V1 charges the storage elements (inductor and/or capacitor)
while supplying power to the load individually.
DC/DC converter, power flow from source to load can be
controlled by controlling the charging and discharging of
inductor. Similarly in MSC, inductor can be charged by Dual
voltage sources instead of single source by adopting
appropriate switching pattern that connects or disconnects
Dual sources to inductor individually or simultaneously. The
proposed MSC two PVSC connected in series are taken along
with converter cell and load (a two input DC/DC converter) as
shown in Fig.2.

Fig.3.Contribution of the voltage source V1.

Fig.2.Conceptual circuit diagram of proposed MSC for two
input sources.

State-2: The operation in state-II is similar to state-I as shown
in Fig. 5b. In this state switching signals are planned such that
switch S2 conducts and S1 remains non conducting,
consequently voltage source V2 supplies the load. The
conduction of switch S2 makes diode D2 reverse biased
whereas diode D1 becomes forward biased. The conduction of
diode D1 with switch S2 forms a network through which
source current of V2 bypass the voltage source V1 to meet the
power demand of the load. In state II voltage source V2
charges inductor and/or capacitor while supplying power to
the load individually.

State-I: The circuit configuration of state-I is shown in Fig.
5a. In state-I, switching signals are given such that switch S1
conducts and S2 remains non-conducting. Consequently
voltage source V1 supplies the load. The conduction of switch
S1 makes the diode D1 reverse biased whereas diode D2
becomes forward biased. The conduction of diode D2 with
switch S1 forms a network through which source current of
V1 bypass the voltage source V2. In this state volt- age source
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Fig.4.Contribution of the voltage source V2.
State-3: The equivalent circuit of state-III is shown in Fig.5.
In this state switching signals are planned such that the
switches Switches S1 and S2conduct simultaneously.
Consequently voltage source V1 and V2 comes in series. The
conduction of Switches S1 and S2reverse biases the diode D1
and D2 respectively. In this state voltage source V1 and V2
simultaneously charges the storage elements while supplying
power to the load. When the sources are supplying together,
the load current is limited by voltage source which has lower
current rating. Therefore, each source should be selected so as
to meet the maximum current requirement of the load over
certain period of time.

Fig.5.Contribution of the voltage source V1 and V2 together
State -4: In this state both the switch Switches S1 and
S2remains in OFF state. Consequently voltage source V1 and
V2 are disconnected from converter cell and diode D1 and D2
become forward biased as shown in Fig. 5d. The stored
energy of inductor and/or capacitor freewheels through the
load and diode D1 and D2. The sequence of working states
can be taken in any manner based on the load profile and
control scheme. In the proposed topology, two input sources
either with symmetrical or asymmetrical voltage magnitudes
provide power to the load individually or simultaneously and
causes significant variation in output voltage. Therefore a
large capacitor is connected across the load to stabilize output
voltage and compensate the unfiltered output current so that
stable DC load current can be achieved. Moreover, if some
fault occurs and one source gets disconnected, the other
source can deliver power to the load normally and hence
reliability of the system enhances.

Fig.6.Freewheeling of load current

2.2 Operation of the Dual Source S-DAB
The Dual source S-DAB converter can be simplified by
referring the entire model to the primary of the transformer
such that the two bridges are linked by the leakage inductance
of the transformer. Resistances of the transformer and
semiconductor switches and the threshold voltages of diodes
and MOSFETs are neglected in this analysis. The primary
side bridge HB1 produces a square wave voltage waveform
(PWM control of HB1is possible and is pursued as future
work) at constant frequency indicated as Vpin Fig. 1. The
voltage produced by the secondary bridge indicated as Vsin
Fig. 1, has a quasi-square waveform with the pulse width
determined by the operating conditions, in particular by the
conduction of the diodes in the secondary bridge. The control
of the converter is achieved by phase shifting (delaying) the
rising edge of Vs with respect to the rising edge of Vp.
Shifting the phase of the secondary bridge by an angle φ
changes the effective voltage across the leakage inductance
thereby controlling the current through the transformer. The
net power always flows from the leading (primary) to the
lagging (secondary) bridge. Similar to the DAB, many of the
converter waveforms depend strongly on the voltage ratio, m,
where m = Vo/n Vin and n is the secondary to primary turns
ratio of the transformer. Fig. 2shows the operating waveforms
of the converter for different voltage ratios, m <1 (buck) and
m >1 (boost). Unlike in the DAB, the operation here involves
inherent freewheeling of the secondary winding for an angle α
as the diodes on the upper section of each leg in the secondary
bridge prevent reverse current flow.
2.3 ZVS Range and Constraints
The ZVS range of control on the output power with the
variation of phase-shift φ as the varying parameter for the
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DAB and its derivative. Neglecting the small current required
to charge and discharge the capacitances, the condition iL0
>0ensures ZVS in HB1, while switches in HB2 require iL1
>0. Therefore, for any m _= 1 there is a minimum phase shift
associated to maintain soft switching as inferred from below
equations φ requirement for bridge HB1 (iL0 >0),

2.4 Gate pulses for the switches

φ requirement for bridge HB2 (iL1 >0)

It can be concluded that the leading bridge HB1 always
operates with ZVS when m <1, whereas the lagging bridge
has a minimum requirement on the phase shift angle.
Similarly, HB1 has a minimum φ condition when operated in
the boost mode, whereas HB2 operates inside the softswitching region.

Fig.8.Gate signal waveform given to switches S1-S4
E. Input voltage, output voltage and output current waveform
of proposed system

Fig.9. Input voltage, output voltage and output current
waveform of proposed system
3.

Fig.7.Voltage across the transformer ports and converter
current waveforms
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CONCLUSION

In the modern power electronics era, Dc- Dc converters plays
a vital role in the applications requiring unidirectional power
flow such as the Dc-Dc stage of pv power conversion system,
charger for electric vehicle ,and other Dc-Dc converters,
requiring Dual, regulated outputs. In this project a semi dual
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Dynamic bridge converter for single input is realized and
simulated using matlab software. The above configuration is
modified with Dual input semi dual Dynamic bridge
converters. This proposed semi dual Dynamic bridge
converter is designed and simulated using MATLAB software
and waveforms are obtained.
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